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The Shibaura CM374 is an excellent professional out-front mower with a
36hp Shibaura 3-cylinder Diesel Engine
SUPER QUIET OPERATION




















Japanese quality build, fitted with a 72 inch side-discharge deck. Optional 72 inch rear discharge deck
CE Certified to mow safely on 200 slopes plus Certified foldable ROPS and seat-belt standard
A 36hp (26.8kw, 1662cc) Shibaura 3-cylinder diesel engine that meets the stringent US EPA Tier 4, as well as EU
DGXI Stage 4 Emission regulations. Fitted with dual air filter element.
Fully adjustable suspension seat with armrests and reclining lever for maximum operator comfort. Plus gas strut
for easy lifting and holding whilst accessing underneath
Tilt steering wheel with telescopic shaft
Foot-controlled Hydrostatic transmission with Auto-4WD or Full-time 4WD including diff-lock, in order to get the
same traction on both front wheels for a better control. High and Low range with cruise control
Excellently designed hydraulic drive system to minimise noise and maximise driveability
Equipped with hydraulic weight transfer. This means that during mowing, part of the weight of the mower is
transferred to the front axis of the machine, which boosts the machine’s tensile force on slopes.
Hydraulic transmission braking stops the mower once the operator’s foot is removed from the pedal, even on steep
slopes, in forward or reverse
Wet disc, single pedal control brakes
Hydraulic power steering and deck lift
PTO Shaft drive to cutting deck
Full instrumentation including, hourmeter, temp, fuel, oil pressure and battery gauges, air cleaner restriction and
parking brake warning lights, plus glow-plug indicator.
One-hand power steering handle for easy turning
Overall length 2.495m. Overall width 1.59m. Track width 1.31m. Total weight 955kg. 50.5 litre fuel tank
2 Year or 1,500 hour Commercial Warranty (Whichever comes first)
Front Wheels – 24” x 13” x 12” (6 Ply) Rear Wheels – 20” x 8” x 10” (6 Ply)
4WD top speed 10kmh - Transport or light mowing top speed 24.5kmh
OPTIONS * Rear weight 65kg - $790 * Underbelly covers $480 * Large Sun Canopy $895 * Power Vac catcher POA

Fully Imported from Japan


PRICES WILL FLUCTUATE DUE TO EXCHANGE RATES P.O.A.
See Testimonial next page
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TESTIMONIAL
I have been a Contractor since 1996, and have purchased most of my equipment from Macarthur Mowers and Marine, essentially because of the
quality of the machines that they sell and the great back-up service that they have always provided. Nothing has ever been a problem for them.
Recently I have had the need to purchase a new Outfront 4WD mower with a 72 inch deck, as the two that I was using of a different brand were
having numerous mechanical failures. They now sell Shibaura Mowers, and I tried the CM374 mower with different cutting decks until I found a deck
that really suited my needs. The mower is the best climbing mower that I have ever had, with great balance on hills. It is exceptionally comfortable,
powerful and manoeuvrable and I am very happy with my decision to go with Shibaura and Macarthur Mowers yet again.

Ron Jones, Camden Valley lawns and Gardens. 31st July, 2013.
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